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Programme of the conference 

When railways began to revolutionize the transport systems in the middle of the 19th century many people 

were optimistic and full of hope about the positive effects the new technology would have on society: Trade, 

cultural and scientific exchange would flourish. The people would learn to know and understand each other 

better. Resentment, envy and hate would vanish. These and other visions were expressed in numerous 

memoranda which trumpeted for the construction of railways all over Europe.  

These convictions spread with no less enthusiasm in countries which lacked experience with modern indus-

try. Elites in these rural and agricultural regions of the Northern, Eastern and Southern periphery of Europe 

were longing for a modernisation of their economy and wished to take part in the success story of modern 

technology, engineering, and manufacture. They were convinced that economic strength would lead to politi-

cal power and would pave the way for independence and sovereignty. Given this context, the railways be-

came a central focus for fundamental political debates. The railway question moved to the core of various 

political and economic reform agendas while the question of economic development became intrinsically 

connected with progress in this field. Many hoped that railways would break the circulus vitiosus of back-

wardness and bring the country forward by pushing open the gates to the circle of civilized nations.  

As an example one may quote a newspaper published in Lviv in the beginning of the 1850s, which under-

lined the importance of railways in the environment of the city: “From then on Galicia will be tied to the civi-

lized West by iron chains. The railways will introduce dynamic development and vivid life into the stagnant 

and inert masses” On a similar note the Kronstädter Zeitung depicted a bright future for the region of Tran-

sylvania once it would be integrated into the railway system: “We will be waked up by steam. Railways 

should lead us to the states of Europe and show us the way by which we will move forward rapidly and not 

remain where we are. Transylvania will no longer be an unknown country”. 

Yet progress in the construction of railways was considerably slower than many had hoped. As the journal 

“Bukowina” put it in 1863, people were waiting “with the longing of the day” and full of “sweet desires”, for 

railways to arrive. Eastern Europe, especially the vast plains of the Habsburg and Russian Empires serve as 

an example for a phenomenon in railway history that has not yet found the attention it deserves. The ques-

tion is: How was the demand for better transport infrastructure dealt with in countries which did not belong to 

the centres of industrial development but stood at the periphery of economic dynamic?  

The question does not only concern the European periphery but is relevant in most other parts of the world 

as well. Peripheries of economic backwardness include territories of the Russian, Chinese, Ottoman Em-

pires, furthermore the numerous colonies of Great Britain, France and other European countries and also 

most countries of Latin America. In the 19th century these regions were still essentially of a rural type with 

industrialization not yet having a major impact on the economies. Which hopes and desires came along with 

railway construction in these regions of the world? Are there similar visions as in Eastern Europe to become 

part of a more developed economic space and can we trace comparable discourse patterns which linked the 

level of railway infrastructure to aspirations of economic and political independence of the region? Did the 

economic and political interest of the Empire or colonial administration dominate railway construction or did 
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local elites of the regional or native population influence the projects for their purpose? How was the struc-

tural divide between the urban and rural social and economic settings affected by the impact of the railways? 

Did the connection of peripheral urban centres to a larger transport network widen or diminish the gap be-

tween the city and its rural surroundings? Finally: How did railways and rail transport develop in the 20 th cen-

tury? Did the railways contribute to the industrial development of the country as a whole in such a way that 

they succeeded in catching up with the leading economies of the West? 

 

Schedule 

 

Thursday 3 November 2011 

Registration 17:00 – 18:00 

Evening 18:00 – 19:30 

Evening welcome 

 Harald Binder, President of the Center for Urban History 

 Henry Jacolin, President of the IRHA 

 Wolf Dietrich Heim, Ambassador of Austria in Ukraine 

 Jacques Faure, Ambassador of France in Ukraine 

 Vasyl Kosiv, Deputy Mayor of Lviv 

 Introduction into the conference by Prof. Dr. Ihor Zhaloba and Prof. Dr. Ralf Roth 

Reception  

 

Friday 4 November 2011 

Morning session 9:00 – 10:30 

A. At the periphery of the World and of Europe 

Session chaired by Ralf Roth (Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main, Germany) 

 Andreas Beer (University of Rostock, Germany): The Great longing for Railways in 

Latin America 

 Emilie Cottet Dumoulin (University Savoie, France): When the railway must turn a 

periphery backbone of European transit : the case of Savoy (1850-1880) 

 Shehu Tijjani Yusuf (University Leiden, The Netherlands): The Great Longing for 

Railways’: How the Baro-Kano Railway connected Northern Nigeria with Centre’s of 

Industrialization 
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Break 10:30 – 11:00 

 

Late morning session 11:00 – 12:30h 

B. Regions in Eastern Europe Part I Ukraine 

Session chaired by Ihor Zhaloba (National Aviation University, Kyiv, Ukraine) 

 Ihor Siomochkin (Ukrzakhidproektrestavratsiya, Lviv, Ukraine): A Railway Connec-

tion between Galicia and Bukovina 

 Iryna Ahiyenko (Dnepropetrovsk National University of Railway Transport, 

Ukraine): The emergence of a railway network in Ukrainian lands: outlining a chron-

ological framework 

 Ihor Melnyk (Halytska Brama newspaper, Lviv, Ukraine): Attempts to Incorporate 

the Cracow – Lwow – Czernowitz Railway into the Transcontinental Line to India 

 

Lunch 12:30 – 14:30 

 

Afternoon session 14:30 – 16:30  

C. Regions in Eastern Europe Part II others 

Session chaired by Henry Jacolin (International Railway History Association) 

 Iosif Marin Balog („George Baritiu” Institute of History Cluj-Napo, Romania): Be-

tween centre and periphery: the role of connecting Transylvania to the Railways 

Network of the Habsburg Monarchy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century 

 Zoriana Melnyk (Ukrainian Catholic University, Lviv, Ukraine): Railways in Imperial 

Borderlands: A Comparison of the Russian, and the Austrian Case 

 Andreji Kishtymov (Institute of Parliamentary and Enterprise Development, Minsk, 

Belarus): Polessie Рroject - Lithuanian Railways 

 Sergey Lyubichankovskiy (Orenburg State Pedagogical University, Russia): 

"CARAVAN TRACK" RESTORATION: The Orenburg-Tashkent railway and its in-

fluence on development of the Orenburg region  

 

Evening reception and networking 20:00  
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Saturday 5 November 2011 

Morning session 10:00-11 30 

D. Connecting Rural Regions 

Session chaired by Ihor Zhaloba (National Aviation University, Kyiv, Ukraine) 

 Gabor Jeger (University of Miskolc, Hungary): Relationship between the narrow 

gauge railways and the rise of rural regions in Hungary 

 Stefan Brauckmann (University of Hamburg, Germany): Connecting rural areas – 

The Prussian “Kleinbahnen” [light railways] and the railway infrastructure company 

Lenz&Co 1892–1945 

 Roman Konchakov (Tambov State University, Russia): Railway construction in the 

Central Black Earth Region: High Hopes, and First Disappointments 

 

Lunch 11:30 – 13:30 h 

 

Early afternoon session 13:30 – 15:00 

E. Lviv: a Centre and its Station 

Session chaired by Harald Binder (Center for Urban History of East Central Europe) 

 Nadja Weck (University of Vienna, Austria): The Railway Station as Stage. Reports 

on the Opening of the new Train Station in Lviv’s Daily Press 

 Ihor Zhuk (Ukrainian Catholic University, Lviv, Ukraine): Ludwik Wierzbicki - engi-

neer, architect, researcher, public figure  

 Yuriy Kryvoruchko (Chief Architect of the Lviv City Council): Reconstruction and 

reorganization of the territory, adjacent to the Railway Station in Lviv 

 

 

 

Afternoon event and dinner 

 
 
For organisational questions please contact: 
 
Iryna Matsevko, PhD Tel.: +38-0322 75 17 34 
Academic Coordinator Fax: +38-0322-75 13 09 
Center for Urban History of East Central Europe Mobile: +38 097 210 20 62 
vul. Bohomoltsia 6 E-mail: i.matsevko@lvivcenter.org 
79005 Lviv Ukraine Website: www.lvivcenter.org 

http://sentmsg/?compose&To=i.matsevko@lvivcenter.org
http://www.lvivcenter.org/

